The impact of early transfer bias in a growth study among neonatal intensive care units.
Transfer of infants between hospitals or their discharge home may bias comparisons of the performance across neonatal intensive care units (NICUs). This study attempts to show the potential size of transfer bias in the context of a large cohort study and describe strategies for minimizing this type of bias. To limit transfer bias in a neonatal growth study of extremely premature infants in six tertiary NICUs, we restricted eligibility to infants <30 weeks gestation at birth and substituted matched replacements for early transfers (infants transferred or discharged prior to day of life 16). The restriction strategy was successful, reducing the overall early transfer rate from 16.4 to 3.6% and the range of transfer rates among individual NICUs from 0.6-32.7% to 0-11.0%. Replacement by matched substitutes had a much smaller effect because of the small number of early transfers and our inability to match on all factors distinguishing early transfers. Sampling strategies to minimize infants lost to follow-up were more successful than replacement strategies in limiting transfer bias in a NICU growth study. Although complete elimination of bias is likely impossible, valid studies require efforts to minimize, quantify, and test the effect of transfer bias.